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Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to this process.  The Barossa Grape & Wine Association 
(BGWA) submission is pitched at a strategic rather than at an activity level, and is based on the experience of 
BGWA staff and Barossa grape and wine businesses since the inception of the association in 2008.  

Our experience suggests that the culture of the Australian grape and wine community needs to change and 
evolve. To move from one of pushing products out into the market whether they meet consumer’s needs or 
wants or not (square peg, round hole) to one of surprising and delighting consumers at every touch point 
through meeting and indeed, exceeding their needs and wants (square peg/square hole).  This change in 
culture could be achieved by the following cycle: 

 Setting the strategy. (Wine Australia)

 Developing the capability of the full value chain, starting at the grass roots of the wine community,
to fulfill on the promise of surprising and delighting the consumer. (Regional level)

 Deliver. (Wine businesses and Regional)

 Check, review, modify and adapt. (All)

 Repeat.

This submission is focused on the capability development stage, based on the philosophy best articulated by 
the quote: “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day.  Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a 
lifetime”.  Developing the base capability of the Australian grape and wine community to understand how to 
meet consumer’s needs and wants and build sustainable businesses around this focus, will leave a long term 
legacy of being proactive, dynamic and adaptable no matter which market is being developed or what the 
activity is. We contend that this is not currently the accepted and “normal” way of doing business in the 
Australian grape and wine community.  It represents a bold ambition that will develop a long term 
competitive advantage if achieved, by getting the Australian wine community "match fit”. 

We are proposing that the capability of the full wine value chain can be developed through the following 
programs: 

1. Implementing multiple “Creating Consumer Value” programs around Australia (BGWA is currently
piloting this program in partnership with AWRI) which is training businesses in the principles of:

a. Consumer and market insights
b. Design thinking and tools
c. Ideation processes and tools
d. Prototype development and testing
e. Product development and marketing

This program is training Barossa businesses to adapt and design products and experiences with the 
consumer front of mind and applying this knowledge through the value chain.  It can be applied at 
every price point (from bulk, through to luxury and icon) and in any market; export, domestic and 
tourism.  It is also training the businesses that the actual product (in this case the wine) is only one 
element of what creates benefits that consumers value, so broadening their perspective to look at 
the full range of attributes, including packaging, price, channel to consumer purchase and marketing. 



Through this knowledge the Barossa businesses are building sustainable business models that can 
increase the value of their exports (because they are offering wines and experiences that surprise 
and delight consumers), enable great access to markets (through improving efficiency and 
effectiveness of the value chain), increase the capability to engage tourists and build new and 
existing markets. 

2. Developing a “Regional Support Program” which would disperse some of the Wine Australia human
resources into the regions through activities such as:

a. Regional nodes (similar to the AWRI model in Victoria).
b. Wine Australia staff spending extended periods of time in the regions so creating better

relationships and information flows (currently being trialed by Ali Lockwood).
c. Wine Auditors expanding their role from being pure compliance to one of support and

extension.

3. Expanding the existing “Wine Australia Regional Fund” to include:
a. The extension, demonstration and embedding of consumer, market and business research.
b. Training funds that can be applied to other areas of training such as entrepreneurship and

new product development.
c. Travel bursaries to be specifically applied to market study tours, attendance at leadership,

marketing and business conferences and trade/consumer shows for grape growers,
winemakers, business managers, marketers and sales people to gain exposure and
knowledge of best practice in these areas in other countries.

d. The development and maintenance of “Creativity Networks” to build clusters in regions that
will exchange ideas and work together on surprising and delighting at every point in a
consumer’s purchasing and consumption journey.

4. Creating a “Regional Innovation Fund” to invest in innovative business, market and product
development resulting from programs such as “Creating Consumer Value” through a competitive
grant framework.

The ideas in this submission can be applied across the full Australian wine community.  However, in the first 
instance, should be piloted in regions which show a high propensity towards innovation and collaboration. 

The fundamental outcome that needs to be achieved by this additional investment from the Federal 
Government, is an Australian grape and wine community that thinks and acts differently. No doubt 
suggestions such as improved signage, wine delivery systems, increased participation at trade shows, bigger 
and better events, more images, videos, content and advertising will all be thrown in the mix for 
consideration.  But will these leave a legacy and make a difference in the long term?  Do these teach the 
people how to be creative in their thinking and surprise and delight the consumer? When a technological 
breakthrough flips all of that on its head, it will be those that have the ability to adapt and respond who will 
be the most resilient and prosper. 

There is a great deal of detail that sits behind this submission.  BGWA would be very pleased to expand on 
the detail once a consultancy firm has been appointed to develop a detailed submission to the Federal 
Government. 

Submission written by James March (CEO) and Annabel Mugford (Strategic Operations), Barossa Grape & 
Wine Association 




